Hong Kong's mainstream media have been steering away from politics and have taken a predominantly economic interpretation of the 9.1.1 incident, reflecting a (a)political culture with a much longer history. The irony is that the only big political fuss generated locally out of this global media event was its rearticulation into anti-Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) government discourses. A couple, who sent out anti-government terrorist threat letters, made the headlines for a few days, were arrested, and were named "Hong Kong Laden" by the press. The public broadcaster RTHK's television program Headliner drew a parallel between the Taliban and the local SAR government in a political satire. The political joke stirred up populist anti-government sentiments but also triggered a massive attack from pro-China fractions on RTHK, demanding that the public broadcaster resume the role of a government mouthpiece. Here, a highly significant global media event was inflected into seemingly "trivial" local politics.
Hong Kong has been stereotyped in the media by our local leaders and the British colonialists before them as a case of (old) Eastern tradition meets (modern) Western lifestyle, and the internet has been lauded by Western politicians and scholars as a technology of freedom (often against Chinese authoritarianism). However, in this case at least, Hong Kong refuses to submit to these Orientalist desires and the Internet refuses to promote an American version of freedom and its implicit policy allegiances.
Hong Kong is indeed a juxtaposition of old and new, East and West, but the old is a Western-style mass media producing consent for the sake of appearing pro-business, pro-foreign investment, and pro-United States, whereas the new is a China-based grassroots internet overspilling untamed, and sometimes corrosive, discourses against Western cultural and media hegemony in spite of a calculatedly neutral official Chinese stance.
